QUARZSANDE

RAW MATERIALS
INDUSTRIAL MINERALS | BUILDING MATERIALS

Environment/Sustainability
WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande is committed to the Green Thinking effort of the WOLFF & MÜLLER
group. Without silica sand, sand and gravel, and other minerals, our lives would be different. Each
one of us consumes 12 metric tons of industrial minerals per year, for example for the house, car
or computer. Many industries cannot manufacture their products without our raw materials. Since
the extraction of mineral resources is an encroachment on nature, it is our responsibility to be
aware that natural resources are finite and to use our resources responsibly. All deposits used by
us are exclusively mined by operational plans that are approved or authorised by the competent
authorities. In advance of the mining activities, these plans are coordinated with the municipalities
and other public interest parties.
Our goal is to keep interference with nature as minimal as possible. Towards that end, we begin
planning during the exploitation of the deposits for the redevelopment and reutilisation of surfaces.
Following the extraction of raw materials, we strive to return the surfaces to the public with higher
ecological values. For years WOLFF & MÜLLER GmbH has been active in the sponsorship association
supporting the SNU, a foundation for nature and the environment of the State of RhinelandPalatinate, and, in 2004, received the Rhineland-Palatinate Environmental Award.

State-of-the-art technology
By using advanced processing technology, the company saves money and protects the environment
due to lower energy consumption. To maintain this standard, the processing technology is adjusted
at regular intervals to the latest technological standards, and investments in new, innovative
technologies are made. For example, we have significantly reduced the quantity of water used in
the processing of silica sand through the use of an ultra-modern water treatment plant in Quedlinburg.
This means not only that resource water is better utilised but also that energy is saved. The socalled wash water circulates in a circuit operation. This means that the only amount of water to
be added to the treated silica sand again is the water that remains in it (5 %).
In 2014 all the necessary steps were taken to certify WOLFF & MÜLLER GmbH according to DIN EN
ISO 50001 Energy Management System (EnMS).

Extracting – raw materials
Producing – building materials
Processing – industrial minerals
Designing – our environment

WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH. That’s decades-long tradition of
exploration, extraction and processing of mineral raw materials. The
company WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH extracts its raw materials –
sand and gravel, silica sand and quartz gravel – at several locations in
Germany, and industrial mineral vermiculite in Bulgaria. WOLFF & MÜLLER
Quarzsande GmbH is one of the leading manufacturers of mineral raw
materials in Germany.

Dr Albert Dürr
Company management

Udo Flüchter
Company management
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High competence in
extracting, processing
and refining industrial
minerals
WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH is a 100 % subsidiary of WOLFF & MÜLLER GmbH & Co. KG
and is one of the significant producers of mineral raw materials in Germany. Since 1998
WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH has operated under an effective quality management system
that conforms to the requirements of DIN EN ISO 9001.
The quality of our products – silica sand and quartz gravel, as well as our sand and gravel – is
based on the existing excellent raw materials and powerful, modern, quality-assured process
technology, as well as our in-house quality management. Based on these quality assurances and
our experience, WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH produces both standard and customised
products.

Our products can be PROVIDED ACCORDING TO
CUSTOMER SPECIFICATIONs and for all customerspeciFIc requirements.
Product range:
Silica sand and quartz gravel
• Filter sand and gravel
• Silica sand and quartz gravel
• Silica sand for foundries
• Track sand
• Silica sand for sport, recreation
		 and leisure
Sand and gravel/construction aggregates
Vermiculite
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production sites of WOLFF & MÜller Quarzsande gmbh
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Haida
Quedlinburg
Saalhausen
Koschendorf
Hagenbach
Speyer
Stuttgart
Sofia, Bulgaria

Headquarters
Silica sand/
quartz gravel
Sand/gravel
Vermiculite
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SILICA SAND AND
QUARTZ GRAVEL

HAIDA
Long-standing company –
founded in 1892

WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH is a leading silica sand supplier with a focus
on performance materials that are essential to modern living. Our state-of-the-art
offerings are used in a variety of industries and applications. With its plants in
Haida and Quedlinburg, WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH is one of the largest
producers of high-quality silica sand and quartz gravel for foundries, building
chemistry, water treatment, construction industry and materials, and track sand
and silica sand for sport and leisure facilities.
Our silica sand and quartz gravel are washed, dried and then graded to precise
specifications. We offer different classified grain sizes according to customer
specifications and for all customer-specific requirements. Our focus is on delivering
high-quality sand products with superior customer service.
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QUEdlinburg
One of the most modern silica sand
plants in Germany – opened in 2006.
Commissioning of a second drying
plant in 2012.
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Using a range of high-grade silica sand, we produce a
wide variety of products that are sold to the
manufacturing, water treatment, construction and
foundry industries. Our sand is regularly used in the
manufacturing of paint and mortar and for various
industrial applications, such as track, foundry or
recreational sands (artificial turf, riding grounds, sport
fields, track sand, golf courses and beach volleyball
arenas) and for much more.
The highest demands are placed on the quality of our
silica sand. It has a monocrystalline structure, rounded
edges, a light and uniform colour and is available in
different grain sizes. To create the valuable dried,
graded material required by many specialist industries,
the sand is washed and dried, then graded to precise
specifications.
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WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH is a leading silica sand supplier with a focus on performance materials that
are essential to modern living. Our state-of-the-art offerings are used in a variety of industries and applications.
Foundry industry
The most important feature of foundry sand is its high SiO2 content, between 94 and > 99 %. Our silica sand
reaches values of > 99 %. The advantages of our silica sand are its high purity and its sintering temperature
of > 1,600 °C. Our silica sand is used both as a moulding material and in foundries for aluminium, iron and steel.
Quartz/silica sand as a moulding material combined with
Bentonit		

Water glass

Cement		
Cold and hot curing
			 synthetic resin (hot & cold box)
Possible applications:
Synthetic cast		

Aluminium casting

Grey cast iron		

Ductile cast iron

Cast steel		

Stainless steel casting

Water treatment
Our filter sand and gravel are characterized by their very high quartz content. Due to multiple washings they are free
of impurities, especially organic substances. Our filter sand and gravels fulfil the requirements of the latest standards,
DIN EN 12904 treatment of drinking water and DIN 4924 filter sand and gravel for well construction.
Possible applications:
Filtration		

Drilling

Drinking water treatment

Well construction

Wastewater treatment

Groundwater lowering

Pools			

Spring captures

Building chemistry
You will find quartz sand in just about any construction-chemistry product: it comes in the shape of coarse or fine
aggregate (sand) and as filling material.
Possible applications:
Polymer concrete		

Fillers

Floor coating		

Adhesives

Screed and 		
mortar products		

Paints and lacquers

Mineral wool		

Insulating materials

Silicones

Dry building materials		
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Transport and track sand
The free-flowing nature of the silica sand makes it ideal for use as a traction agent.
Possible applications:
Track sand (national rail networks, tram, metro)
Winter grit

Sport, recreation and leisure
Our silica sand is used for equestrian facilities, for the backfilling of artificial turf and as children’s play sand.
Many sports, such as beach volleyball and football, are unthinkable without our sand.
Possible applications:
Children’s playgrounds

Beach volleyball and football

Artificial turf		

Golf courses

Aquariums		

Equestrian arenas

Terrariums
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We provide good service because you are important to us!
We strive to deliver information and products in an accurate and timely manner. We accomplish this goal through
continued quality improvement in our services, processes and information system.

High quartz content (SiO2)
High degree of purity
Very precise classification methods
Individual product mixtures available
Flexible production and bagging performance for short-term demand
Individual customer labelling of packaging possible
Delivery in variable packaging sizes (big bag, PE-bags, paper valve sack) with / without unloading
Supply of silica sand (wet and dry) in bulk form (silo trucks) including filling
Shipment and management of products direct to customers also available through one
of our logistics partners/with free delivery to the point of use
Delivery is secure, reliable and on time
Long-term quality and energy monitoring

Certifications
DIN EN ISO 9001:2015
DIN ISO 50001:2018
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Sand AND
gravel

Saalhausen AND
KoschendorF
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At the plants in Saalhausen and Koschendorf, sands and
gravels are extracted using a wet mining process. The
fine and coarse aggregates are produced and monitored
in accordance with the requirements of DIN EN 12620.
In addition, raw gravel-sand and playground sand are
offered.

At the plants in Speyer and Hagenbach, sands and
gravels are extracted using a wet mining process. The
fine and coarse aggregates are produced and monitored
in accordance with the requirements of DIN EN 12620.

Hagenbach AND
SPeyer

Possible applications:
Road construction		

Roof greening

Pipeline and civil engineering

Stopping sand

Aggregates			
Concrete			

Horticulture and
landscaping		

Mortar				

Garden ponds

Winter grit			

Decorative gravel
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VermiculitE
In 2010 WOLFF & MÜLLER brought Europe’s first
vermiculite plant into operation. It uses open cast
mineral extraction. The clay material produced is
processed in a modern vermiculite concentration
factory, which has the capacity of producing 20,000
metric tons of concentrated crude vermiculite per year.
Due to its special physical properties, this industrial
material can be applied, for example, in the insulation
industry, for fire protection and sound insulation, as
transport packaging material and in professional
gardening.

Asphalt
WOLFF & MÜLLER Quarzsande GmbH holds a participating
interest in an asphalt company, which operates six of
its own plants and holds two additional interests.
Asphalt is formed from a compound aggregate and
bitumen. This is needed, for example, in road
construction for the roadway pavement or in building
construction for flooring or hydraulic engineering.

characteristic for
wolff & MÜller
Nationwide performance. Combined with local presence.
ABOUT WOLF & MÜLLER
WOLFF & MÜLLER was founded in 1936 and is one of
the leading privately owned construction companies
in Germany today. The medium-sized family-owned
company with its headquarters in Stuttgart generated
a turnover of 1 billion euros in 2019. With 2,100
employees at 27 locations in Germany, the
WOLFF & MÜLLER Group is present wherever highly
specialised and effective solutions are required: in
building construction, civil engineering, steel
construction, building restoration, road and building
construction and special underground engineering.
Added to this, we have our own associations and
corporate participation in the production of raw
materials and in the construction-oriented service sector.

MORE INFORMATION AT
www.wolff-mueller.de

WOLFF & MÜLLER
Quarzsande GmbH
Head office Stuttgart
Schwieberdinger Straße 107
70435 Stuttgart
Germany
Phone: +49 711 8204-0
Fax:
+49 711 8204-335

Plant and Administration Haida
Am Kieswerk 2
04932 Röderland district Haida
Germany
Phone: +49 3533 604-0
Fax:
+49 3533 604-11

Plant Koschendorf
Leuthner Straße 1
03116 Drebkau district Siewisch
Municipality Koschendorf
Germany
Phone: +49 3533 604-0

Plant Quedlinburg
Drying plant 1
Großorden 25
06484 Quedlinburg
Germany
Phone: +49 3946 702-801
Fax:
+49 3946 526-610

Plant Hagenbach
Im Flädig
76767 Hagenbach
Germany
Phone: +49 727 310-21
Fax:
+49 727 310-23

Drying plant 2
Feldmark links der Bode 18
06484 Quedlinburg
Germany
Phone: +49 3946 52734-29
Fax:
+49 3946 52734-19

Plant Speyer
Deutschhof
67346 Speyer
Germany
Phone: +49 6232 6988-16
Fax:
+49 6232 6988-44

Plant Saalhausen
Sallgaster Straße 10
01983 Großräschen district Saalhausen
Germany
Phone: +49 35329 216
Fax:
+49 35329 440

Requests and orders:
www.wm-quarzsande.com

requests@wm-quarzsande.com
orders@wm-quarzsande.com

